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Surveying the library system landscape over a decade ago Andrew Pace (at the time Head, Information Technology, North Carolina State University Libraries and currently Executive Director, Networked Library Services at OCLC) wrote: “Managing library automation is now far more complex than the traditional maintenance of an integrated [library] system”. He added: “Many expect that new modules will communicate with old ones, products from different vendors will work together, and a suite of existing standards will make distributed systems seem transparently whole”. However, he was disillusioned and went on to say: “Today interoperability in library automation is more myth than reality”.

The picture is only a little different in 2016. While a new generation of library services platforms (LSPs) has emerged there remains a very significant lack of interoperability between the various components that make up the library technology ‘ecosystem’. As libraries struggle with the need to manage a diverse and growing range of print and digital materials, so the library systems environment gets increasingly complex.

Trying to deliver those resources in a convenient and coherent way to users requires interdependent, seamless systems. LSPs have integrated print and electronic resource management but this ignores the bigger picture. University libraries may manage Institutional repositories, archives and special collections and are moving into new areas such as research data management and even publishing.

It seems unlikely any one LSP could swallow up all these activities into a single solution. Instead we will need much improved interoperability between a wide range of applications from a variety of sources.

For librarians, the time, effort and cost entailed in integrating mission-critical library technology solutions is frustrating. By the same token, university management may wonder why they are ‘paying twice’ for student record and finance system functions to be duplicated in the library system. There are interoperability initiatives. For example the NISO-led Open Discovery Initiative (ODI) “aims at defining standards and/or best practices for the new generation of library discovery services”. Another standards body, BIC, has produced the Library Communications Framework (LCF) – “a set of library interoperability standards which defines a framework for the communication of data between self-service and other library terminal applications to and from library management systems.”

Technologies such as web services and service orientated architecture (SOA) can certainly facilitate better interoperability, but much still remains to be done before we achieve the goal described by Carl Grant, President at CARE Affiliates and Executive Advisor to the Dean of Libraries at Virginia Tech University, to “cleanly integrate the best solutions together”.

So, although we talk of library services platforms, libraries and library system vendors have not yet fully realised a platform-based, interoperable library ecosystem. The classic example of a software platform is the Windows operating system. Microsoft produces some of the most widely used Windows software applications (Word, etc) but most Windows software applications are not produced by Microsoft. We don’t expect to buy Word and then have to
integrate it ourselves with Windows or the Mac OS. That’s already been taken care of. Microsoft gives developers from other, sometimes competing, companies the tools and services to develop applications using the Windows platform. Indeed, using developer networks and other enticements it actively encourages third party companies to use its platform. Why? The more Windows applications there are the more valuable the Windows platform becomes. So Microsoft extends these services even to competitors. Apple makes applications such as QuickTime and iTunes available on Windows and Microsoft makes applications such as Word available on the Apple OS.

This approach to a platform is more than just a question of technology. In his book Invisible Engines, an analysis of how software platforms drive innovation and transform industries, David Evans explains: “Such software platforms are at the heart of economies or ecosystems that consist of mutually dependent communities of businesses and consumers that have a symbiotic relationship with the platform”. The platform approach is therefore transformative and potentially challenging to many long-established industries.

Think of the transformative platform effect of the Apple and Android ecosystem of apps. Could such an approach do the same for libraries? It’s still early days for LSPs but, to date, they have largely continued the route taken by their library management system/integrated library system predecessors. They offer APIs for finance, student record and self service systems but we don’t see library system vendors developing applications on competitors’ platforms. When will we see ProQuest provide developer support for EBSCO applications on the ProQuest platform and vice versa?

There have been some modest steps to encourage third party developments. Both the OCLC WorldShare and ExLibris Alma platforms have established developer networks but they remain small and unattractive to third party developers, so have gained little traction. But a little history provides perspective and maybe even encouragement. Innovative Interfaces is so named because back in the late 1970s it made use of the OCLC platform (though not a term used at the time) to develop an application that enabled OCLC records to be integrated, without rekeying, into a local (CLSI) circulation system. The Innovative ‘OCLC interface’ was a core offering in their solution and remained so for a generation. This was a mutually-beneficial, comensal relationship that benefited libraries, Innovative Interfaces, OCLC and, ultimately of course, library users.

A FOCUS ON THE LIBRARY USER – THE CUSTOMER

In the wider world the pressure to be increasingly ‘customer-driven’ or ‘consumer-focused’ seems almost universal and relentless. “Consumerisation” has taken on a specific meaning in the context of information technology – the growing tendency for new technology “to emerge first in the consumer market and then spread into business and government organizations.” The consumer market is seen as the primary driver of information technology innovation but it wasn’t always so. Information technology typically focused first on the ‘back end’ tasks and then evolved to meet consumer needs. A good example is banking systems. Library systems also evolved in this way with the public-facing catalogue or “OPAC” arriving relatively late as a module.
Perhaps the nearest we have come to a significant level of interoperability between systems from competing library system vendors is discovery services. It is not uncommon to see libraries using a resource discovery service from one vendor with a back end resource management system from another. However, Marshall Breeding noted in 2012 that this trend could be starting to reverse. “As the back end modernises and becomes more comprehensive itself, and has more hooks into the remote resources, it reintroduces the opportunity to integrate discovery and back end automation.” To date, customers moving to the Alma LSP have had to use Primo as their discovery service though the University of Sussex has worked to integrate the VuFind open source discovery service. As ExLibris gets absorbed into the ProQuest family we will see increasing integration with ProQuest products – but will integration extend to competitors or other third parties?

DEFINING THE LSP FROM THE LIBRARY USER PERSPECTIVE

One of the defining characteristics of a LSP has been fully integrated resource management for print and electronic materials, or what consultant Marshall Breeding describes as: “[A] more inclusive platform designed to handle all the different forms of content”. So ProQuest (pre acquisition of ExLibris) and EBSCO have been deemed not to have a ‘proper’ LSP because they didn’t offer print resource management capabilities. This is a very ‘back end’ view. Prioritising the library customer perspective might change how we think about LSPs. If a student or researcher uses a discovery services like Summon or EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS) they will typically be able to find print materials and electronic resources integrated into the same user interface. They are not really concerned about how that is achieved. After all, libraries are a means to an end and success ought to be measured in terms of the best possible customer experience and outcomes. Academic libraries routinely survey their users and in the UK pay close attention to how students rate library services in the annual National Student Survey (NSS). These results factor in to how universities are ranked.

Print circulation remains for most libraries an important function. From the user perspective, especially in the UK, that means using a RFID-based self-service circulation kiosk. These solutions are taking on some of the characteristics of the ‘stand alone’ circulation systems of the past and embody a lot of functionality that we normally think the preserve of a LMS/ILS circulation module. The cataloguing module is often seen as the heart of the LMS/ILS, but almost no libraries catalogue journal articles and many have outsourced the cataloguing of books to providers such as Dawson or YPB Library Services, that deliver ‘shelf ready books.’ Although this is an over-simplification, it does suggest that the LMS/ILS tail still wags the library platform dog. Print management is certainly important but most money is spent on electronic resources. According to Carl Grant, the development of LSPs has been hampered because: “Existing ILS products, while containing limitations in serving today’s digital environment, represent hundreds of person-years of development, testing, and documentation. You simply can’t replicate all this functionality in a new software architecture in a short period of time, even with agile development techniques”. But maybe that is the wrong way to look at it. A new user-focused perspective on the LSP might help redefine and simplify the elements of print resource management (broadly the functionality of a conventional LMS/ILS) and lead to some helpful innovations. Platforms are often characterised as doing the ‘heavy lifting’. Developers use a platform to simplify and speed
up the creation of an application because the platform deals with much of the hard work. An open library platform that meets the criterion of being “at the heart of economies or ecosystems that consist of mutually dependent communities of businesses and consumers”\textsuperscript{13} will do some valuable heavy lifting for vendor and other development partners. ProQuest and EBSCO have vast repositories of metadata and content and provide services that might replace the conventional acquisitions module of a LMS/ILS. OCLC has a global repository of catalogue metadata which it has enriched in a number of ways, including using linked data. Why duplicate that in a catalogue module? This means rethinking library system modules as platform ‘services’, a trend which is being accelerated by the move to The Cloud.

THE IMPACT OF THE CLOUD

The Cloud is another of the key attributes that distinguishes a LSP from a LMS/ILS. A conventional LMS/ILS may be installed in hundreds of libraries in multiple versions, on a variety of hardware using different operating systems. Each new release must be tested with all these variables and then implemented in each separate library system. This is time-consuming and takes up significant vendor and customer resources. It also militates against interoperability. Brian Gammage, Chief Market Technologist at VMware warns: “Most investment...is consumed in updating hardware and operating systems – by the need to replace end-of-life assets, rather than embracing new capabilities that deliver productivity or revenue benefits. The money is spent to stand still, not to move forward, so end-user computing is seen as a “cost of doing business”.”\textsuperscript{14}

Cloud computing could help break this paradigm. LSP customers are ‘tenants’ on the same single system, so integration with another application needs to be done only once. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems such as SAP and Oracle are seizing this opportunity and both companies are investing heavily in their Cloud platforms. Of course they had ‘certified partners’ before The Cloud existed, but Cloud computing presents new opportunities to grow partnerships more easily and offer Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) tools, training and support to develop their applications. As discussed above, we haven’t yet seen the same kind of pace of development with library platforms. One reason may be scale – LMS/ILS businesses are small compared to giants like SAP and ORACLE.

SIZE MATTERS

We often think of library system companies such as ExLibris, SirsiDynix and Innovative Interfaces as large companies but EBSCO and ProQuest are much larger. ProQuest was acquired in 2007 by Cambridge Information Group and its 2014 annual revenue of around $500m is roughly the same as Marshall Breeding’s estimate for the entire (US) library systems market. ProQuest is roughly five times larger than ExLibris, which is one of the largest library system vendors. And, of course, compared to the largest library company of them all – Google\textsuperscript{15} they are minnows.

It may be that we need much bigger companies to realise the full potential of a library services platform. It looks likely that the largest library technology companies like EBSCO,
ProQuest and OCLC will continue to grow and acquire or develop new assets. They will want to integrate those assets into a coherent offering to libraries. One way to do that is to create a Cloud platform to embrace them. It makes sense to start with assets owned by the company, to deliver efficiencies and reduce costs. OCLC did this with the UK-specific Inter Library Loan (ILL) solution that was based on a product from a company (Fretwell Downing) it had previously taken over. That solution is now based on the OCLC WorldShare platform. Once the platform approach has embraced the products and services owned by the vendor the next step is, of course, to open up the platform to ISVs. This has already happened in the ERP market. Gartner, an information technology market research and advisory firm, argues that as ERP products move to The Cloud it encourages a process of deconstruction. An ERP system doesn’t solve all problems any more than the LMS/ILS does. The monolithic ERP is losing relevancy. The existence of disillusioned users is one of the core drivers in this change to what Gartner characterises as the ‘postmodern’ ERP.\textsuperscript{16} ORACLE is no longer a single product suite but sits in The Cloud alongside interoperable applications from ISVs. In summary, Gartner’s analysis is that the ERP suite is being deconstructed and the result will be a more loosely coupled ERP environment with much of the functionality sourced as Cloud services or via business process outsourcers. Will we see the same trend in library technology?

**A ROLE FOR OPEN SOURCE?**

Open source is generally taken to imply a more open, interoperable architecture to facilitate a diverse and loosely coupled community of developers working together. But too often, open source and proprietary systems are seen as being in conflict. A more interoperable approach could enable open source solutions to better flourish together with proprietary solutions – and an extended library platform would be a way to do that. We have seen some progress with open source discovery systems such as VuFind and Blacklight being integrated with proprietary LMSs. Up to now, though, these integrations have taken place on an ad hoc basis, library by library, rather than as part of an overarching shared platform. There are signs that this might change. For example, EBSCO has funded development of the open source Koha library system which it offers as a plug-in within its app and Cloud services.\textsuperscript{17} It has also become a development partner in the Kuali OLE project. However, open source library systems have tended to be conservative in terms of their approach to functionality. For example Koha is a recognisable LMS/ILS rather than a LSP. Newer open source solutions such as Kuali OLE and Tind have been transformative in terms of their open source/community business model rather than in terms of functionality. In that regard they mimic many existing proprietary approaches. A librarian reviewing the Kuali solution commented that while the community development model of OLE is a key selling point, the librarians helping to develop the software are not thinking radically and the outcome has been a traditional, conservative LMS/ILS. Kuali hit the problem that Carl Grant described earlier: OLE had to catch up with “hundreds of person-years of development, testing, and documentation”. These initiatives have discovered that: “You simply can’t replicate all this functionality in a new software architecture in a short period of time, even with agile development techniques”.

\begin{itemize}
\item Newer open source solutions such as Kuali OLE and Tind have been transformative in terms of their open source/community business model rather than in terms of functionality.
\end{itemize}
It is a platform-based ecosystem model that will be the “next generation” in library automation. The promise for libraries is a more flexible and cost effective solution and for users a much improved user experience.
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